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LETTER FROM THE CEO

Dear Colleagues,
At Preventice Solutions, Inc. and our wholly
owned subsidiaries, Preventice Services, LLC
and Preventice Technologies, Inc.
(collectively, “Preventice”), we want our
company to succeed now and in the future,
and we realize that our employees,
contractors, and business partners are some
of our most valuable resources. We are
dedicated to providing broad-based
eﬀ ective healthcare solutions to the
patients, providers, payors and life science
companies we serve. Our longstanding
commitment to the highest ethical
standards is an integral part of this vision.
This Standards of Conduct has been written
to summarize our most important rules
about conducting our business, and to help
you navigate questions that may arise in the
course of your work. These guidelines are
not intended to be comprehensive. If you
have questions or concerns, please refer
to the policies and procedures referenced
herein, or contact your supervisor, a member
of senior leadership, Human Resources, or
Compliance.
Every Preventice employee and business
partner is expected to act with integrity,
honesty, courtesy and professionalism, and
strictly adhere to this Standards of Conduct,
the Preventice policies and procedures,
and applicable laws, regulations and clinical
guidelines. These expectations, principles
and values must be at the heart of every
decision you make on behalf, or as a
representative, of Preventice.
Thank you for your continued dedication to
Preventice, our patients, partners, and our
community.
Sincerely,

Jon P. Otterstatter
Chief Executive Oﬃcer
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Letter from the CEO

PREVENTICE’S VISION, MISSION AND VALUES
OUR VISION
To be the premier, innovative digital health company. Preventice
Solutions aims to raise the quality and cost efectiveness of care and
improve the management of patients burdened by cardiac-related issues
and other chronic diseases.

OUR MISSION
Innovate to bring services and technological solutions to patients that
signiicantly deliver the best continuity of care and improve health
outcomes.

OUR VALUES
Conduct business in accordance with the highest standards of ethical
conduct, honesty and integrity.
Strive for excellence to beneit our patients, employees, partners and
payors.
Treat everyone with dignity and respect.
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Vision, Mission, and Values

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
STANDARD OF CONDUCT

Preventice is
committed to
developing and
delivering innovative
high quality mobile
medical products
and services.

We are committed to integrity, quality and
compliance with all applicable laws, regulations,
clinical guidelines and internal policies and
procedures in the research, development,
manufacturing, marketing and delivery of our
products and services.
Our research and development are guided by
our commitment to connect care teams and
their patients by delivering afordable clinically
proven solutions that can be used widely while
performing safely, efectively and reliably.
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Products and Services

We will not advertise or promote any company
product or service for a use that has not been
approved or cleared by the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), or other relevant regulatory
body, if such approval or clearance is required.
We will fully comply with all applicable laws and
regulations regarding the labeling, marketing,
promotion, sale, distribution and/or delivery of
company products and services.
We will maintain a robust and comprehensive Quality
Management System, compliant with all applicable
regulatory requirements in the markets we serve,
to ensure customer satisfaction, maximize product
performance and to continually improve the quality
of our products, processes and services.
We will timely document, investigate and respond
to reported concerns and implement corrective
measures, including reporting, as appropriate and/or
required by applicable law or regulation.
We will fully comply with all applicable laws and
regulations regarding clinical trials, study subject
authorizations and consents.
We will not discriminate against any patient or
study subject based on age, race, ethnicity, religion,
culture, language, physical or mental disability,
socioeconomic status, sex, sexual orientation, or any
other protected class.
We will immediately report any product complaint
or situation that could potentially result in a quality
or regulatory issue to our supervisor, a member
of senior leadership, or the Quality or Compliance
Department.
For additional information, please refer to the Quality
policies.
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Products and Services

HUMAN RESOURCES
STANDARD OF CONDUCT

Preventice is
committed to hiring
and partnering
with exceptional
individuals and
fostering a fair and
constructive work
environment where
each individual can
continue to develop
and contribute
to organizational
success.
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We will exercise dignity, respect and care when
dealing with others on the job, performing our
job requirements, and in all communication with
clients, partners, vendors and visitors.
We provide equal employment and partnership
opportunities to all individuals without regard to
race, color, religion, gender, sexual orientation,
gender identity, gender expression, national
origin, age, disability, genetic information,
marital status, amnesty, status as a covered
veteran, or any other protected status in
accordance with applicable federal, state and
local laws. We comply with applicable state and
local laws governing nondiscrimination at every
location in which the company does business.
For additional information, refer to the
Equal Opportunity Employment Policy and
other Human Resources Policies.

Human Resources

WE DO NOT TOLERATE ANY FORM OF
HARASSMENT OR DISCRIMINATION.
HARASSMENT includes, but is not limited to,
verbal, written or physical conduct that denigrates
or shows hostility or aversion toward an individual
because of their race, color, religion, gender, sexual
orientation, national origin, age, disability, marital
status, citizenship, genetic information or any other
characteristic protected by law or that of their relatives,
friends or associates, and that a) has the purpose or
efect of creating an intimidating, hostile or ofensive
work environment; b) has the purpose or efect of
unreasonably interfering with an individual’s work
performance; or c) otherwise adversely afects an
individual’s employment opportunities.

SEXUAL HARASSMENT includes unwelcome sexual
advances, requests for sexual favors and other
verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature when,
for example a) submission to such conduct is made
either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of an
individual’s employment; b) submission to or rejection
of such conduct by an individual is used as the basis for
employment decisions afecting such individual; or c)
such conduct has the purpose or efect of unreasonably
interfering with an individual’s work performance or
creating an intimidating, hostile or ofensive working
environment.

PREVENTICE ENCOURAGES REPORTING of all
perceived incidents of discrimination or harassment.
Preventice will promptly and thoroughly investigate
such reports and take appropriate corrective actions.
Please refer to the Preventice Anti-Harassment Policy
for additional information and contact the Human
Resources Department if you have any questions or
concerns.
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Human Resources

We value the diversity of our workforce — our
diferences are instrumental in achieving success.
We will ensure that all employees are appropriately
trained and licensed, where applicable, prior to
performing job duties.
We will make decisions afecting our employees,
including hiring, promotion, termination, transfer,
leave of absence, and compensation, solely on the
basis of relevant business factors.
We will respect the property of Preventice, its
employees, and its customers and business
associates.
We will act professionally and follow all applicable
policies (including this Standards of Conduct)
regarding employee conduct while performing
duties for or representing Preventice (i.e., of-site
work-related activities).
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Human Resources

WE WILL NOT:
• Engage in illegal activity while on company property
or while representing Preventice;
• Falsify, alter, destroy or misrepresent company
records, inancial statements and/or business
expenses;
• Engage in malicious gossip, negative remarks or
attempts to create or incite unrest and/or ill-will
through unprofessional, negative, and/or false
comments about co-workers, physicians, practices or
patients;
• Engage in unauthorized use, misuse or
misappropriation of Preventice-owned or leased
equipment facilities and assets;
• Leave work without notifying supervisor;
• Violate the Preventice Travel and Expense Policy;
• Misuse Preventice-sponsored credit cards, including
procurement cards and central billing accounts;
• Submit fraudulent education, criminal, or employment
history;
• Be insubordinate or use abusive, threatening or
obscene language;
• Neglect work-related duties; and/or
• Engage in any other behavior unbeitting our position.
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Human Resources

COMPLIANCE PROGRAM
STANDARD OF CONDUCT

Preventice is
committed to
conducting its
business operations
in an ethical, legal
and responsible
manner, in
compliance with
all applicable
laws, regulations,
guidelines and
company policies.

We have a robust Compliance Program in order
to efectively and promptly detect and correct
potential compliance issues, including:
• A Compliance Officer and a Compliance
Committee
• Standards of Conduct and Policies and
Procedures
• Open Lines of Communication
• Appropriate Training and Education
• Internal Monitoring and Auditing
• Prompt Responses to Detected
Deiciencies
• Enforcement of Disciplinary Standards
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Compliance Program

We will maintain accurate and complete medical and
business records.
We will bill only for services that are provided,
accurately relected in the medical and billing records,
and processed in accordance with payor guidelines.
We will maintain appropriate safeguards to ensure
the privacy, security and integrity of patient and
business records.
We will conduct all business with vendors and
potential referral sources in an ethical and legal
manner, and will not solicit, receive or provide items
of value in order to inluence business decisions.
If we have questions or concerns, we will promptly
contact our immediate supervisor, another member of
senior leadership, Human Resources, or Compliance.
We recognize that non-compliance could negatively
impact Preventice, our patients, partners and payors.
As such, we acknowledge that non-compliant
behavior will result in corrective and disciplinary
measures up to, and including, employee termination
and/or reporting to the appropriate external
government entity, as required by applicable law,
regulation, and/or guideline.
For additional information, please refer to the
Compliance Program Policy.
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Compliance Program

PRIVACY AND SECURITY
STANDARD OF CONDUCT

Preventice respects
the privacy of its
patients, employees
and partners, and
safeguards data in
strict compliance
with applicable
laws, regulations,
guidelines and ethical
standards.
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We will honor patient privacy and will not
reveal or discuss patient-related information
except with providers involved in their care,
or with payors or others duly authorized to
review patient information.
We will adhere to all applicable safeguards to
protect the data, security and integrity of
patient and company information. Please refer
to the IT Security and Acceptable Use Policy
and Privacy Policies for additional information.

Privacy and Security

We will strive to create accurate and complete
records.
Information, such as names, dates, and signatures, will
not be entered, modiied or deleted inappropriately.
We will only access, use and/or disclose patient
and company information for permissible business
purposes.
When necessary, and upon receipt of the appropriate
identiied safeguards, we will share the minimum
necessary amount of data, with the minimum amount
of individuals, to achieve a permissible business
purpose. We will receive, store, transmit and destroy
data in strict adherence to company policies and
procedures, this Standard of Conduct, and legal
requirements.
We will process and share information thoughtfully,
to ensure that data is captured accurately, and sent,
if necessary, to the appropriate party in an encrypted
or otherwise secure manner in accordance with
company policy.
We will be mindful of our environment at all times and
take necessary precautions to safeguard information.
We will retain documentation in accordance with
applicable laws and regulations.
We will immediately report potential privacy concerns
or suspicious activity to Compliance.
We recognize that non-compliance could negatively
impact Preventice, our patients, partners and payors.
As such, we acknowledge that inappropriate access
to, sharing of, or otherwise intentionally, knowingly
or negligently compromising data will result is
disciplinary action up to, and including, termination,
and may also result in external reporting, ines and/
or other penalties as required by applicable law,
regulation, and/or guideline.
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Privacy and Security

BILLING AND CODING
STANDARD OF CONDUCT

Preventice is
committed to fair
and accurate billing
practices that
strictly adhere to
all applicable laws,
regulations, AMA CPT
coding requirements
and payor guidelines,
and accurately
reﬂect the services
provided.
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We will bill only for services that are provided
and documented in compliance with payor
guidelines.
We will submit all claims in strict adherence to
payor, legal and regulatory guidelines.

Billing and Coding

We will bill only for services that are provided and
documented in compliance with payor guidelines.
We will bill only for services that are performed and
supervised by an appropriately licensed and trained
individual.
We will submit all claims in strict adherence to payor,
legal and regulatory guidelines.
We will not knowingly submit inaccurate or
misleading information on a billing claim.
We will adhere to applicable laws, regulations and
payor guidelines regarding the waiver of patient
co-payments and/or deductibles.
We will routinely monitor account balances,
discrepancy reports and other billing and payment
data to ensure that potential claim and/or process
issues are promptly identiied and corrected.
We will promptly report any suspected billing
errors to our supervisor or another member of
senior leadership. The issue will be promptly and
thoroughly investigated in collaboration with Legal
and/or Compliance. If an overpayment is identiied,
it will be timely quantiied and returned to the
appropriate payor in strict adherence to applicable
laws, regulations and/or contractual agreement.
We will promptly and courteously respond to billingrelated patient concerns or questions.
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Billing and Coding

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
STANDARD OF CONDUCT

Preventice is
committed to acting
honestly, fairly and
in good faith in
all circumstances;
recognizing and
disclosing actual or
potential conﬂicts
of interest and
addressing them
with prompt and
appropriate remedial
measures.
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A conflict of interest is any situation or
circumstance where a Preventice employee
or partner’s personal interest, activities or
relationship conflict, appear to conflict or
have the potential to conflict with the
interests of Preventice. A potential conflict of
interest must be promptly disclosed to the
appropriate manager or Compliance.
Please refer to the Conflict of Interest Policy
for additional information and contact
Compliance if you have any questions or
concerns.

Conlicts of Interest

We will not engage in activities that abuse our
position for personal gain or have the potential to
damage Preventice’s reputation or other aspects of
business.
We will not promise or give something of value
to anyone doing or seeking to do business with
Preventice in order to inluence them in matters
related to the company.
We will not accept gifts, entertainment, services, or
other beneits, where the purpose is to unduly or
improperly inluence business decisions.
We will maintain an unbiased relationship with actual
and potential vendors, contractors and referral
sources.
We are prohibited from using Preventice conidential
Company information, trade secrets, facilities,
supplies, merchandise, and/or time for personal gain.
We are prohibited from discussing Company afairs
with the media, or other non-employees without
proper authorization. Please refer to the Social
Networking Policy for additional information.
We are prohibited from working for, providing
services to, or having a substantial inancial
relationship with a Preventice competitor, supplier
or customer.
We are prohibited from being involved in a
selection decision in which we have a personal
inancial interest, or have a spouse, signiicant other
or
other family member with a inancial interest, in the
subject of the decision.
We are prohibited from hiring or supervising a
spouse, signiicant other, or other family member.
We are prohibited from having a close personal or
romantic relationship with a supplier or customer, or
someone in a reporting relationship.
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Conlicts of Interest

INTERACTIONS WITH HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS AND
OTHER POTENTIAL REFERRAL SOURCES
STANDARD OF CONDUCT

Preventice is
committed to making
and facilitating
business decisions
purely on the basis
of the quality of
our products and
services, and sound
business judgment,
in accordance with
all applicable laws,
regulations and
guidelines.
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We will not ofer, solicit, directly or indirectly
give or receive “items of value” that inluence,
have the potential to inluence, or could
appear to inluence our business decision or
the business decision of a partner or potential
partner. There are certain legal exceptions to
this policy. In advance of providing any “items
of value” please contact Compliance to discuss
whether your speciic situation is covered by a
legal exception.
“Items Of Value” include, but are not limited to,
gifts, entertainment, meals, participation on a
paid advisory board, travel expenses, educational
materials, products, and/or compensation for
activities such as speaking arrangements.

Interactions with Healthcare Providers and Other Potential Referral Sources

Our interactions with providers will be professional in
nature and will facilitate the exchange of information
that will beneit patient care.
Modest meals may be provided as an occasional
business courtesy, in connection with a bona ide
presentation of scientiic, educational or business
information.
• Meals will be provided at a provider’s place of
business, or another location that is conducive to the
presentation and maintaining the conidentiality of the
information discussed.
• Such meals will not be part of an entertainment
or recreational event (including, but not limited to,
theater, sporting events, golf, skiing, hunting, and/
or the provision of sporting equipment, leisure or
vacation trips).
• Meals will not be provided to any non-employee of
the provider, any employee that does not attend
the presentation, or anyone who does not have
a legitimate business purpose for attending the
presentation.
WE WILL NOT PROVIDE:
• Non-educational branded promotional items, even of
nominal value, such as pens, notepads, mugs, or other
items with our name or logo;
• Gifts such as cookies, wine, lowers, chocolates, gift
baskets, or holiday gifts; or
• Cash or cash equivalents (such as a check or Visa
gift card).
We will track, and accurately report, the transfer of
any item of value to a physician or other potential
referral source through the Open Payment System in
accordance with applicable law and in accordance with
the then current Open Payment System transfer of
value reporting thresholds.
We will involve Legal regarding any arrangement with
a physician where the arrangement involves any form
of compensation, and such arrangement will be in
writing, adhere to fair market value requirements, be
commercially reasonable, and not be tied to the volume
or value of referrals.
Please refer to the Interactions with Healthcare
Providers Policy for additional information
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Interactions with Healthcare Providers and Other Potential Referral Sources

QUESTIONS AND CONCERNS
STANDARD OF CONDUCT

Preventice is
committed to
developing an
open reporting
environment for
asking questions and
reporting concerns.

We will ASK if we have a question and REPORT an
issue if we think something may be wrong.
Reporting compliance concerns is EVERYONE’S
responsibility.
Early reporting keeps small issues from becoming
bigger problems.
Preventice has a strict non-retaliation policy, meaning
that there will be no adverse action taken against
anyone who reports a matter in good faith.
IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS, CONTACT:
• Your immediate supervisor;
• Another member of senior leadership;
• Human Resources (for an employment or workforce
related concern);
• Compliance; or
• Preventice's toll-free Compliance Hotline for
anonymous reporting options in multiple languages
24/7/365.
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Questions and Concerns

Preventice Solutions
1717 N. Sam Houston Parkway
West Suite 100
Houston, Texas 77038 U.S.A.
www.preventicesolutions.com
888.747.1442
HCP-161 JAN2019

